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About This Game

"Haydee" is a hardcore old-style metroidvania mixed with modern-day third person shooter and platformer mechanics. You will
controll Haydee - half-human, half-robot character in search of her way out of strange artificial complex full of traps, pain and
depression. No casual stuff awaits you. There is no "X to win". Your gun, your instincts and your logic are your only friends.

Don't drop your guard, conserve ammo and collect items on this long journey. Be vigilant, be sharp, be ready.
Be good.

Be Haydee.

Key features

Six gameplay sections. 160 rooms.

No regeneration. Use medkits.

No checkpoints. Use save stations and diskettes.

All items are hidden. Explore.

Limited inventory. Manage.

Challenging gameplay. You will fail. A lot.
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No handholding. Act on your own.

This game won’t tire to kill you. Be persistent.
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Title: Haydee
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Haydee Interactive
Publisher:
Haydee Interactive
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64 bit Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: Dual-core 2.3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce gts 450 or Radeon HD 6770

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian,German,Japanese,Polish,Korean,Ukrainian,Hungarian,Traditional
Chinese,French,Italian,Czech,Norwegian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese,Romanian,Turkish
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Li'l genius of Haydee:
Visuals sales you "Robot chick with huge butt. Lol".
And what will you get?
Quite challenging puzzle.
People, who remember old Lara Croft, will be like home.

...Butt is nice tho.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665boring gay. The game itself it's,well boring af BUT the "view" it's
gorgeous. Eh, can't say I'm a big fan of the gameplay, and the lewds for this is less than impressive too. Also, the character
controls very stiffly and awkwardly. I say save your money and buy something else.. Neat little metroidvania (with a thicc
character, which was a plus)

the game immediately shoves a robot w*hore's a*ss and t*its in your face the moment you boot the game up, which wasn't really
surprising judging by the store page itself.

I bought this game because I heard it was a metroidvania, it was difficult, included some mind-twisting puzzles, and had an
unexpectedly depressing storyline, not because i'm pathetic enough to go full manchild mode over a robot with t*its. By that, I
think you can come to the conclusion that i'm more mature than the 12 year olds that purchased this game.

The workshop page is disappointingly filled with costumes of anime girls, nude girls, and generally anything NSFW you can
think of. I was hoping that there would be more weapon mods and gameplay mods but I guess it's sooooo hard to be creative
with anything other than oversexualized robots.

When you take the time to ignore the romp in front of your face this game is actually decent and not a bad experience at all.
Long story mode (most reviewers took around 20 hours to complete their first playthrough) and it has speedrunning potential
too. Good graphics, weird but interesting plot, etc etc.

The game is dirt cheap at the time of writing this ($2.99 USD, May 17th 2019) so you might as well pick it up whether you just
want to stare at sexualized robots or actually play through a lengthy game that you're gonna die plenty of times in.

I've only played for about an hour, but the experience is alright so far. I might update this when i'm further into the game.

7.9\/10. hmmm thought this was rollercoaster tycoon bought the wrong game it seems
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So close to being good. if the controls get some love, i'd happily recommend it but as it is now, i do not feel like i can accurately
perform the movements required. if you only want it for the mods i guess it is ok.. Cool game with mods, BAD thing, this game
is not optimize, your graphic card might littery melt from Haydee being so Thicc and jiggle physic ,and not even a jokeing. I
only recommend buying this game too support the company or if you have a beast computer , or just wait till there mod that fix
game and optimize it.. Solid gameplay, solid mechanics, solid peepee, 10\/10.. So... I grabbed this when it was on sale. I figured
"Hey, it's on the cheap, and I want to see what this is about." I looked at the screenshots, read the description, and thought
maybe the lewd factor is just a mask. Maybe there's a meaningful game beneath it.

Big surprise, there isn't.

The controls were an almost instant hate for me. Everything feels slow and clunky, and not in any way that really contributes to
the game. All it does is let you get a good 'ol view of Haydee's butt. Thanks. THAT "novelty" wore off extremely fast. The
crouch isn't a toggle like one might think. You hit crouch, you're staying crouched. You have to hit space to come out of the
crouch. While sure, that's simple, it feels incredibly arbitrary. This also factors into a function that seems pretty central to the
game: ledge grabbing.

So, when you play any other game that lets you grab onto and climb ledges, how do you do it? Usually it's automatic. Your
character grabs the ledge, climbs up, and stands. Bing, bang, boom. Done. In Haydee, it's a process. You jump and grab the
ledge, then you hit jump to pull yourself up onto the ledge, which leaves her with her torso on the floor and her butt and legs
hanging off the ledge. You'd expect her to just climb up and stand, but she doesn't. You have to hit jump AGAIN to finally get
up onto the ledge and to a standing position. All of this is slow, and honestly doesn't need to be done. Jump, grab the ledge, hit
W to climb up the ledge to a standing position. Simple. Of course getting down to hang off a ledge is a similar and odd thing.
You'd think you just approach the ledge and crouch, yeah? No, not in this game. You approach the ledge, TURN AROUND,
and THEN crouch to climb down and hang off a ledge. I don't... understand the choice here. All of this together quickly bogged
down the game for me.

Combat is like punching a sandbag that gives no physical or audio cues as to if damage is being done. Matter of fact, I thought I
was MISSING the target despite the cross hair being dead on the enemy. It felt soulless and completely lacking in feedback.

Level design is... look, I'll put it nicely. I hate it. The first gap you have to cross is
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665move. I'm talking like the guy in Mario Maker or in Super Mario romhacks that stick
an invisible coin block just over that deathpit. You jump, hit it, and die. Except here it's visible and part of the geometry, and
you do this jump in more than one place. Seriously, this is dumb.

The save system is arbitrary and bad unless you really enjoy the typewriter and ink ribbons approach that old Resident Evil
games did. Then it'll be right up your alley! Although... I mean there's a REASON they stopped doing that and made it an
OPTION in later games. (Hint: It's a bad design choice that doesn't actually contribute difficulty).

I don't understand how this is so positively revi--oh right. Generously proportioned lady whose butt you see constantly, large
bouncing boobs, and costume mods. Got'cha. Yeah, I highly advise avoiding this game as an actual game. Refunded this without
hesitation.. Theres no nudity nor sexual content.
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